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Appendix A - T-SEDA 2a coding template and reflection – Observation 1 

Codes: 

B = building on own/other’s ideas 

CH = Challenging each other’s ideas 

IB = Invite building on ideas 

 

Nº  Speaker  Turn  B  CH   IB  Comments  

1  Teacher  Is it OK to keep animals in a zoo? Talk to 

your partner  

        

2  Child 14   I’m going to do no, in the middle          

3  Child 29  middle          

4  Child 14  Middle          

5  Teacher  Tell me why      I B    

6  Child 14  Erm because they can’t attack people, 

they can scare people like that.   

        

7  Teacher  Tell me more      IB    

8  Child 14  And, and because they might like bite 

people heads when they’re coping. I did 

see a video of like a really tall bird bited a 

boy’s head off but the boy would die.   

B        

9  Teacher  OK, (Child’s name)do you agree or 

disagree with (Child’s name)?   

    IB    

10  Child 29  Agree          
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11  Teacher  Do you, ok why?          

12  Child 29  Shrugs shoulders  

I forgot  

      Shy generally reluctant 

to contribute to 

dialogue.   

13  Teacher  Addressing whole class – reminder to stay 
on task  
Is it ok to keep animals in Zoos?   

        

14  Child 5  Yes but no           

15  Teacher  Ooo tell me more, tell me more      I B    

16  Child 5  Because they get out and they could come 

out and eat someone and if they aren’t in 

then someone might forget to give them 

food and then they might die.   

B        

17  Teacher  Ok, (Child’s name), what do you think to 

what (child’s name) just said?   

    IB    

18  Child 19  I don’t, I don’t think, I don’t think you 

have to keep animals in a zoo  

        

19  Teacher  Why?       I B    

20  Child 19  Because they’ll die  B        

21  Child 5  It’s also quite mean to keep them in a 

cage  

B        

22  Teacher  OK, interesting Teacher moves on to 
another pairing  
Is it ok to keep animals in zoos?   

        

23  Child 23  No           

24  Child 4  NO           

25  Child 23  cos they need their fresh meat so they can 

keep on being healthy  

        

26  Teacher  Can they get that anywhere else?       IB    

27  Child 4  Yeah er no because they have a gate and 

they need to be there, they need to be in 

the freedom  

B        

28  Teacher  They need to be in freedom so you don’t 

think they need to be in zoos?  

    IB    
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29  Child 4  Interrupts   

They need to be in the wild   

        

30  Teacher  They need to be in the wild?           

31  Child 4  Instead of just catching them           

32  Teacher  Great  interesting          

33  Child 4  And people and the zookeeper has to let 

them go cos they’re getting poorly after 

the salty meat   

B        

34  Child 23  They can’t just, they need to hunt for their 

prey so they can eat  

B        

35  Child 4  And they need somewhere and they need 

somewhere not so sunny to lay their eggs 

(self corrects), to have their babies,   

        

36  Teacher  Ok, interesting           

37  Child 4  Well if they’re cats          

38  Teacher   Yes           

39  Teacher   Addressing a different pairing 

What do we think?   

        

40  Child 12  Yes          

41  Child 27  No          

42  Teacher  Ooo a yes and a no           

43  Child 12  They should be kept in the zoos because if 

the water goes bad they can’t drink it.   

        

44  Teacher  Ok          

45  Child 27  I think yes and no, no because then there, 

they’ll be sick from their families and yes 

because then they won’t be killed.   

        

46  Teacher  OK (moves on…)          

47  Child 26  They have to go out in the wild to lay their 

eggs.   

        

48  Teacher  Do all animals lay eggs?       I B    

49  Child 7  No, no no          
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50  Teacher  You don’t think they do?   

Do you think that animals should be kept 

in zoos?   

        

51  Child 7  Yeah, Some, all animals because they have 

to do some stuff in there like monkeys 

swing in the trees   

        

52  Teacher  Can they do that outside a zoo?           

53  Child 26  Well, yes, they have to go out in the wild.           

54  Teacher  Stopping the class for a whole class 
discussion  
And 5, 4 sitting in star, 3 tracking me, 2, 1 , 
0,   
Right then ok, should an, is it ok to keep 
animals in zoos?   
(pupils respond with a mix of yes and no) 
Hands up, hands up to share your ideas.   
(Child’s name)  

        

55  Child 5  Yes but no because if they’re in a zoo then 

they might get given different food and 

they might die but if they were out then 

they might eat someone (2seconds of 

inaudible speaking).   

        

56  Teacher  Interesting, (child’s name) have you got 

anything you want to say to (Child’s 

name)   

        

57  Child 4  Well, they need to be out in the wild so 

they can have some fresh meat and not 

some salty meat because that makes 

them poorly.   

B        

58  Teacher  Ok, (Child’s name) have you got anything 

you want to say to (Child’s name)?   

        

59  Child 5  Well they might eat the…(inaudible), well I 

suppose they could go out if they are a 

tiger or a lion.   
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60  Teacher  Ok, put your hand up if you’ve got 

something you want to add?  

(Child’s name)  

        

61  Child 8  They’ll die early           

62  Teacher  What, in a zoo or out of the zoo?           

63  Child 8  In a zoo          

64  Teacher  You think they might die early in a zoo?       IB    

65  Child 8  Their family might get killed and then they 

won’t be able to live and also once we get 

animals to the zoo, it’s just to raise money 

you could even go into the zoo, you can’t 

just bring them then.   

B        

66  Teacher  Interesting          

67  Child 12  Because if the water goes bad in the erm 

sea they can’t like drink that so they’ll have 

to go to the zoo   

        

68  Teacher  Which kind of animals?           

69  Child 12  Like all the animals because they all drink 

water   

        

70  Teacher  They do, do they all drink water from the 

sea (Child’s name)?   

        

71  Child 12  Yes they do           

72  Several 

children   

No          

73  Child 23  From the river   B        

74  Teacher   There are lots of different water sources 

aren’t there, rivers, lakes, waterholes but 

you’re right, it’s an interesting idea.  

(Child’s name)  

        

75  Child 17  inaudible          

76  Teacher  Sorry (child’s name), one second because 

some children aren’t listening  
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77  Child 17  Because they can’t come and kill the 

animals in the zoo  

        

78  Teacher  Because they can’t come and kill the 

animals in the zoo so you think that 

animals if they are in the wild, they’ll be 

hunted.   

        

79  Child 17  (Nods)          

80  Teacher  Yeah, you think someone might try to kill 

them   

        

81  Child 17  No          

82  Teacher  If they’re in the wild you don’t think 

someone will try to kill them?   

    IB    

83  Child 17  nods          

84  Teacher  You do, that’s what I thought.  (Child’s 

name)  

        

85  Child 11  Animals will try to kill animals in the wild.           

86  Teacher  Ok so do you think it is ok to keep animals 

in zoos (Child’s name)?   

        

87  Child 11  Yes           

88  Teacher  Yeah, why?           

89  Child 11  Because in the river, the water might get 

dirty to drink   

B        

90  Teacher  OK           

91  Child 22  Inaudible          

92  Teacher  Say that again (child’s name)          

93  Child 22  Erm I was going to say that maybe they 

could like take all of the yucky water and 

put new water   

B        

94  Teacher  Do you think they do that in zoos?           

95  Child 22  Yes          

96  Teacher  But they wouldn’t do it in the wild. Ok  

(Child’s name)  

        

97  Child 19  (asks to go to the toilet)           
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98  Teacher  Yes  

(child’s name)   

        

99  Child 18  Then they don’t go in the, they won’t be 

able to go in the zoo because they’ll be in 

the big cage and if they can’t breathe then 

they will die.   

        

100  Teacher  Ok, put your hand up if you’ve been to a 
zoo. Ok, hands down, hands down.  How 
do you think a zoo is different from living 
in the wild?   
If you’ve got an idea then you need to put 

your hand up.  (Child’s name)  

      Majority of class raised 

hands  

101  Child 24  Because there’s buildings.           

102  Teacher  So in a zoo there are buildings.           

103  Child 24  Yeah like you would normally have stuff 

and high buildings, that’s what I mean  

        

104  Teacher  Ok, any other differences between the 

wild and the zoos?  (Child’s name)  

        

105  Child 15  Zoos have cages          

106  Teacher  OK and are there cages in the wild?           

107  Child 15  No          

108  Teacher  Ok           

Stopped transcribing at 8mins 45 

 

Reflection: 

This was the first time pupils had discussed a debate question like this. It was selected as it 
linked to some previous learning and animals are an area of interest for the class. Although 
pupils were able to formulate and express their ideas, they tended to just be their own ideas 
rather than building upon those or other’s ideas that had previously been shared with the class. 
As a teacher, I felt I was having to facilitate a lot of the discussion and it felt very much like a 
discussion with the teacher rather than a discussion with each other. This was also clear in the 
paired discussions. I tried to remain unbiased during the discussion as I didn’t want this to 
influence the pupils’ opinions. Pupils didn’t challenge each other at any point and there were 12 
instances of building upon ideas. 

I noticed that pupils would share their own idea and then become distracted rather than 
listen to their partner’s idea. 
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When observing the discussions, I noticed that pupils didn’t look at each other when 
speaking to each other, would often become distracted and this in turn distracted the child who 
was speaking. It could be suggested that some pupils felt their ideas weren’t valued by their 
partner.  

As a teacher, in the past I have felt that once I contributed my opinion pupils would be 
keen to copy it and then assume the discussion is over. So in this session and likely in future 
sessions I will try to stay neutral and encourage pupils to explore the ideas themselves without 
teacher influence. This isn’t the case in other lessons so it is a transition for myself also. 

Going forwards, I would like to implement some talk rules (Lyn Dawes, traffic lights 
activity), define how the pupils can show that they are listening to their partner through 
physical cues and also improve the level of building on each other’s ideas, challenging each 
other and also encourage them to invite the building on of ideas. I would like the discussion to 
become pupil led with a lot less teacher talk. 
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Appendix B - T-SEDA 2a coding template and reflection – Observation 2 

Codes: 

B = building on own/other’s ideas 

CH = Challenging each other’s ideas 

IB = Invite building on ideas 

 

Nº  Speaker  Turn  B  CH  IB  Comments  

1  Teacher  So this is a what would you do question and 
the question is  
Imagine you were looking at the Crown Jewels 

and then you noticed that one of the jewels 

was on the floor next to you, what would you 

do?  

Talk to your partner.   

        

2  Child 16  I would pick it up and put it back.           

3  Child 22  Yeah pick it up and put it back           

4  Child 16  We could ask them to put it back because you 

can’t take it because they’re the Queen’s 

jewels.   

B        

5  Teacher  Do you agree (child’s name)? Why?       IB    

6  Child 22  Nods because I do           

7  Teacher  What would you do (child’s name)?           

8    I would steal it!           

9  Teacher  You will? Can you tell me why?       IB    

10  Child 3  Because it would be so shiny!   B        

11  Teacher  So shiny          

12  Child 3  Yeah          

13  Teacher  OK, so you would take it with you? Yeah?       IB    

14  Child 3  But I would never do it if it was real life.           

15  Teacher  Well this is in real life          
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16  Child 3  No, I mean if it was right next to me I would 

steal it, but if it’s not right next to me I won’t.   

B        

17  Teacher  Ok, yes (child’s name)          

18  Child 20  I thought I would pick it up and I would wear it 

and then I would walk it all the way and I 

would wear it while I would walk it while I’m 

wearing it home.   

        

19  Teacher  And how would that make you feel?       IB    

20  Child 20  It would make me feel really erm happy 

because then everyone would think I’m the 

Queen or the King.   

B         

21  Teacher  Ok and 5,4 sitting in star, 3 tracking me, 2,1, 0  
Put your hand up if you have an opinion about 
this, what would you do? What would you do? 
And remembering our rule that we are going 
to listen and think about each other’s ideas.   
(child’s name)  

         

22  Child 2  I would try and find a place it came from and 

put it back   

         

23  Teacher  You would try to find the place it came from 

and put it back   

         

24  Child 2  Yep           

25  Teacher  Ok, why?            

26  Child 2  So it was safe           

27  Teacher  So it was safe           

28  Child 2  And it wouldn’t break   B         

29  Teacher  Ok, do you agree or disagree Xavi?        IB    

30  Child 26  Er agree  B         

31  Teacher  You agree why?           

32  Child 26  Because if someone came into the museum 

like a baddie they might they might not able 

to find it and they won’t steal it.   

B         

33  Teacher  So you would put it back into a safe place to 

stop someone else from taking it. Ok, erm, 

(child’s name) do you agree or disagree?   

     IB    
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34  Child 5  Agree           

35  Teacher  You agree? Yeah, put your hand up if you 

disagree. Put your hand up of you disagree and 

you wouldn’t put it in a safe place to stop 

someone else from stealing it. What would you 

do (child’s name)?   

     IB    

36  Child 8  But then if the owner came back and tried to 

look for it then they wouldn’t be able to    

B  CH       

37  Teacher  But they’re the Crown Jewels so they’re 

supposed to be in the case but the cleaner has 

cleaned them and one of them has fallen out 

on the floor and no-one has noticed, nobody’s 

noticed and there are lots and lots of crown 

jewels and nobody has noticed that one is 

missing. Does your opinion change?   

   CH   IB    

 

38  Child 22  No, you have to put it back because it’s not 

yours.   

         

39  Teacher  You have to put it back because it’s not yours, 

does anyone disagree with (child’s name)?   

     IB    

40  Child14  I don’t disagree           

41  Teacher  (child’s name)        IB    

42  Child 3  If it was right next to me then I would just steal 

it but if it’s not then I won’t steal it.   

         

43  Child 22  What you would steal it?     CH   IB    

45  Child 3  Nods            

46  Teacher   Does anyone else want to, oh (child’s name) 

wants to say something, (child’s name).   

         

47  Child 5  I wouldn’t steal it.            

48  Child 20  I wouldn’t steal it.            

49  Teacher  (child’s name) what do you think?            

50  Child 18   I think (inaudible noise created by classmates)           

51  Teacher  We’re listening to each other remember, we’re 

thinking about what each other are saying, 

(child’s name).   
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52  Child 18  I think yes           

53  Teacher   You think yes to what? Would you take it or 

not?   

     IB    

54  Child 18  No            

55  Teacher  No? What would you do with it?            

56  Child 18  I..I…I…I would put it back and I’ll make sure it’s 

safe for the Queen.   

         

57  Teacher  You would keep it safe for the Queen. Ok, 

(child’s name) what do you think?   

     IB    

58  Child 6   I put a decoy jewel in.            

59  Teacher  A decoy jewel! But you wouldn’t know it was 

going to be there?   

   CH   IB    

 

60  Child 6  Yes but what if I put it in behind the glass.            

61  Teacher  Ok            

Stopped transcribing at 5mins 20secs  

 

Reflection: 
This discussion question was once again linked to learning that had taken place throughout the 
week. Pupils had already discussed and identified their talk rules for the classroom and teacher 
had modelled and identified how they can show each other that they are physically listening to 
each other, the physical listening cues poster was referred to at the beginning of the session. 
This was beginning to become evident in this discussion session. Pupils were physically turning 
their heads and bodies to face the speaker, some were nodding/shaking their heads in response 
and there was one instance of a child challenging and inviting another child to build upon their 
idea. 

The discussion was still heavily facilitated by the teacher (with 13 instances of inviting 
pupils to build upon their/other’s ideas) but the discussion did appear to flow easier between 
contributions. As a teacher I once again tried to remain unbiased so as to not influence pupil 
contributions. The instances of invitation to build on ideas from the teacher were higher than 
expected. I considered that perhaps there was too much teacher talk in the discussions 
especially as Mercer (2020) argued, “most class talk is teacher-fronted with teachers controlling 
the turn taking and that teachers need to be made aware and supported in their attempts to 
create more space in the classroom talk for greater student participation.” (Mercer, Wegerif, 
Major, 2020, p52). However, due to the age of my pupils, I was keen to model how to turn take 
in discussion and to an extent manage the expectations and scaffold pupils understanding of a 
sustained dialogue. I do agree that teachers do need to create more space for dialogue in the 
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classroom and I intended to phase my invitations to build out as pupils became more confident 
with contributing ideas and building upon them. Observation 3 was a good example of how 
pupils were adjusting to the structure of discussions as the number of teacher invitations to 
build were reduced to 4 instances. 

Prior to this discussion I did explain that it is ok to agree or disagree with each other and 
what this meant in practice – having an opinion is good even if it is different from a classmate. I 
was pleased to hear pupils beginning to use this language in their responses. 
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Appendix C - T-SEDA 2a coding template and reflection – Observation 3 

Codes: 

B = building on own/other’s ideas 

CH = Challenging each other’s ideas 

IB = Invite building on ideas 

 

Start of whole class discussion after discussion in groups.   

Started transcribing: 4mins 28secs  
Nº  Speaker  Turn  B  CH  IB  Comments  

1  Teacher  Ok put your hand up to tell me what you 

think, should children choose their own 

bedtimes? Hands up and remembering our 

talk rules (Teacher listed talk rules).  (child’s 

name)  

        

2  Child 30  Erm, you shouldn’t stay up because when you 

go to school you will be tired at school.   

  CH      

3  Teacher  (child’s name)          

4  Child 6  Yes, you should stay up     CH      

5  Teacher  Do you disagree with (child’s name)? Say I 

disagree.   

        

6  Child 6  I disagree so you can stay up and play.   B  CH      

7  Teacher  Does anyone have anything they want to say 

to (child’s name)?  (child’s name)  

    IB    

8  Child 27  No to staying up because then you might 

choose to go to sleep in the day and then 

you’ll play all night.   

B  CH      

9  Teacher  Ok, does anyone have anything they want to 

say to (child’s name)?  (child’s name)  

    IB    

10  Child 5  I think (child’s name)is right.          

11  Teacher  You think (child’s name) is right, why?       IB    
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12  Child 5  Because if they went to sleep in the day then 

they might sleep, they might wake, they might 

be awake in the night and then they’ll want to 

go to sleep at school.   

B        

13  Teacher  Ok, (child’s name)          

14  Child 8  They might be mean in the morning but then 

what my mum does she lets me get ice- 

B        

  cream before bed and then I go to bed but I 

have bad dreams   

    

15  Teacher  Ok, (child’s name)          

16  Child 17  Erm, well, so if you play all night and then you 

come to school but you’ll be really angry   

B        

17  Child 4  Why?      IB    

18  Teacher  Who said why? (Identifies child), (child’s 

name)says why (child’s name)?   

        

19  Child 17  Because they erm…erm…           

20  Teacher  Why will they be angry, is that what you were 

asking (child’s name)?   

        

21  Child 4  Yes          

22  Child 17  Because you will have stayed up all night   B        

23  Teacher  Because you will have stayed up all night 

(child’s name), do you agree with that?   

    IB    

24  Child 4  Yeah, yeah, yes it’s because sometimes when 

I don’t have a good sleep when it’s the 

morning I wake up all stubborn and I just have 

my breakfast being all grumpy.   

B        

Stopped Transcribing at 7mins 28secs  

 

Reflection: 
This was a discussion activity used to practise a debate style discussion, their talk rules and 

the physical listening cues that we’ve been focusing on. Looking at the transcript, it is noticeable 
that I as a teacher say a lot less and instead just indicate who can speak next on most occasions. 
The real focus of this discussion was pupils practising their listening and then building upon 
others ideas and their own. What I was really pleased to see in this session was higher number 
of challenging which occurred from pupils. They were much more confident in responding to 
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one another and it seems the length of dialogue was sustained for much longer, remaining on 
the question. In just 3mins of transcription, there is some good evidence that pupils are 
increasing their level of listening and sustaining dialogue. The level of teacher guidance is 
decreasing. 
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Appendix D - T-SEDA 2a coding template and reflection – Observation 4 

Codes: 

B = building on own/other’s ideas 

CH = Challenging each other’s ideas 

IB = Invite building on ideas 

 

Nº  Speaker  Turn  B  CH  IB  Comments  

1  Teacher  Our question today is – Was the Great Fire of 
London great?  
(inaudible response), I want you to discuss this 
with your partner.   
Was the Great Fire of London great? (Teacher 
directs pupil on who they should work with).   
Off you go.   

I want to know why, I want reasons.   

        

2  Child 5  It was great but not great          

3  Child 8  It was great           

4  Child 5  It was great but not great          

5  Child 8  What do you think?       IB    

6  Child 29  I don’t know          

7  Teacher  Do you think the Great Fire of London was 

great (child’s name)?  

        

8  Child 29  No           

9  Teacher  Why?       IB    

10  Child 29  Shrugs shoulders (reluctant contributor, 

especially shy when recording)  

        

11  Teacher  (Directs pupil across the classroom to remain 

on task)  

        

12  Child 8  I’ve changed my mind I think it was great 

because it could have actually killed all the 

people, it could have killed all the people 

because it was pretty big.   

B        
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13  Teacher  What do you think (child’s name)?           

14  Child 5  It was great but not great because it could kill 

most of the people but if they got out really 

fast then it might not and also it was really big, 

so big.   

B        

15  Teacher  Moves onto another pairing  

What do you think?   

        

16  Child 27  I would say it means a big fire not a great fire 

not like a brilliant fire.   

  CH      

17  Teacher  So you don’t think it is saying was the fire great, 

it isn’t saying the fire is brilliant it is saying was 

the fire big?   

    IB    

18  Child 27  So so the great bit means its big           

19  Teacher  What do you think (child’s name)?           

20  Child 12  Erm..yes          

21  Teacher  Yes what?          

22  Child 12  Because it is a big fire          

23  Teacher  Because it’s a big fire           

24  Child 12  Yes          

25  Teacher  Ok, interesting          

26  Child 12  Because it was burning the whole of London, 

also I don’t know where it stopped. Where 

does it stop?   

B        

27  Teacher  We’ll have a look at a map this afternoon and 
find out for you. Ok?   
Interesting ideas  

And 5, 4, 3 in star, tracking me, 2 mouths 
closed , 1, 0. Hands up if you have got an 
opinion you would like to share. An opinion, 
remember we are listening to each other’s 
ideas as part of our talk rules.   
(child’s name)  

        

28  Child 27  The great bit doesn’t mean that its brilliant it 

means great just like big.   
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29  Teacher  So (child’s name) thinks that the word great 
means big because sometimes when you use 
the word great you can use it for the word big 
so she says the question is actually asking was 
the fire big? Ok, does anyone have anything 
they would like to say to (child’s name)?   
(child’s name)  

    IB    

30  Child 8   I agree with (child’s name)          

31  Teacher  You agree with (child’s name), why?       IB    

32  Child 8  Because it’s kind of big.   B        

33  Teacher  Let’s say that it wasn’t big like (child’s name) 
said and it means was it great, was it brilliant?  
Was it great?  

Put your hand up. (child’s name)  

        

34  Child 5  It was bad and not bad because if, it bad 

because people might not be able to get out 

and they might die. And it’s good because, well  

B        

  it’s not good but it’s quite good because it was 

really big and most people got out.   

    

35  Teacher  So you think it was good not great but good 

that most people got out and it could have 

killed a lot more people than it did? Is that 

what you’re saying? (Child nods), ok.  Has 

anyone got anything they want to say in 

response to (child’s name)? (child’s name).   

    IB    

36  Child 23  It wasn’t actually great     CH      

37  Teacher  Ok tell me why          

38  Child 23  Because 5 people was dead.   B        

39  Teacher  6           

40  Child 23  6 people           

41  Teacher  6 people died, that was recorded, and there 
were a lot of poor people who possibly died that 
we just never knew about.   
Anyone else got an idea they’d like to share?  

(child’s name)  

    IB    

42  Child 18  There’s well I agree with (child’s name)          

43  Teacher  Ok, great, (child’s name)what do you think?           
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44  Child 19  I agree with (child’s name)          

45  Teacher  You agree with (child’s name), why?           

46  Child 19  Because, because people tried to get out so it 

was cooled   

        

47  Teacher  Ok, anyone else got anything they want to 

share? I’m very impressed though (class name) 

this is brilliant (quick instruction to TA) (child’s 

name)  

        

48  Child 11  I agree with (child’s name)          

49  Teacher  You agree with (child’s name)too. Let’s do a 
little bit of a test, put your thumbs up if you 
agree with what (child’s name)said. Ooo almost 
everyone put their thumbs up, very good. 
Interesting, put your hand up if you disagree 
with what (child’s name)said.   
(child’s name), tell me why you disagree.   

    IB    

50  Child 6  Because it burned someone’s house down   B  CH      

51  Teacher  Ok, and why is that not good?           

52  Child 6  Because it could have burnt all the houses and 

then they would have fell down into little errr 

little brown pieces.   

B        

53  Teacher  And why does it matter if their houses burned 

down?  

    IB    

54  Child 6  Because they won’t be able to live   B        

55  Teacher  Ok and what was in… oh (child’s name)          

56  Child 11  Well they could build new houses   B        

57  Teacher  Build new houses… (child’s name)          

58  Child 18  I I because some, it’s bad because someone 
might be in the fire and and one of them in the 
family. You know the smoke someone cannot 
see, it might be like fog and you can’t see and 
the rest of the family don’t know about the fire 
and there was only one left in the fire and died.  
That would be bad.   

B        

59  Teacher  (nods) mmmhmmm   

How would you feel if it was your house that 

burnt down?   
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60  Child 8  Oh I would be sad. (inaudible responses from 

class members)  

        

Ended transcription at 7mins 12secs  

Reflection 

This was a discussion question which is our key question for the half term (our overriding 
topic). I believe pupils found this trickier to discuss than expected. They had the factual 
knowledge but it was a fairly abstract question and therefore it resulted in quite a lot of 
agreement across the class. Interestingly, one pupil challenged the meaning of the question 
which I was pleased about. There were more instances of building upon ideas during this 
discussion which was positive however I do feel that due to the subject matter there were less 
instances of building other’s ideas than in previous observations. I was pleased to see a child 
change their mind though as this is something that pupils thought they couldn’t do when we 
discussed the talk rules activity at the beginning of this inquiry. 

I noticed when observing that pupils are really making an effort to listen to each other and 
they are showing this by following our physical listening poster. 
Observations so far have focused on sustaining dialogue whilst focusing on a discussion 
question, a debate as such, and on reflection I am keen to see if the skills that pupils have 
developed can be applied to a group work situation. In particular, I would like to see how pupils 
sustain dialogue with myself stepping back as a facilitator. 
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Appendix E - T-SEDA 2a coding template and reflection – Observation 5 

Codes: 

B = building on own/other’s ideas 

CH = Challenging each other’s ideas 

IB = Invite building on ideas 

 

Transcription begins at 34seconds – 2mins 34secs (2mins)  

Nº  Speaker  Turn  B  CH  IB  Comments  

1  Child 28  We’re doing a donkey           

2  Child 24  We voted to paint a donkey   B        

3  Child 29  Yeah          

4  Child 28  That’s not fair, (child’s name), you’ve done 

lots, you’ve done the head  

  CH      

5  Child 6  I’m doing the eyes and the mouth   B        

6  Child 28  Who wants to finish the head off?       IB    

7  Child 20  Me, I’ll finish the head off          

8  Child 28  Ok          

9  Child 20  I’ll go here          

10  Child 29  No (child’s name),    CH      

11  Child 20  No we need to go like round the body     CH      

12  Child 6  Who is going to do the legs?       IB    

13  Child 29  Me          

14  Child 28  Ok, I’ll do the tail           

15  Child 7   I’ll do the legs          

16  Child 28  Why are we doing a sheep? We’re doing a 

donkey  

  CH  IB    

17  Child 7  Oh          

18  Child 24  Donkeys do have tails   B        
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19  Child 7  I guess we’ll just have to do           

20  Child 6  (child’s name), we’re not doing a sheep, we 

all voted to do a donkey  

  CH      

21  Child 24  Yeah, we already voted          

22  Child 20  Yeah but you can’t really see that really that 

well   

        

23  Child 6  You can, that’s it see.          

24  Child 24  That’s it, (child’s name), don’t push down 

hard with the back because it goes off red.   

        

25  Child 20  Yes you can see a little bit of red is coming 

off here  

B        

26  Child 6  Who wants to start a new piece of paper 

because this one is already ruined  

        

27  Everyone  No           

28  Teacher  Sorry no new pieces of paper           

29  Child 29  Is that actually a sheep there?     CH      

30  Child 6  Either we have to do a sheep, we all voted 

for a donkey   

        

31  Child 24  Yeah we actually all did           

32  Teacher  Well how can we fix this problem?       I B    

33  Child 20  Well we don’t really know           

34  Child 28  A rubber!           

35  Child 7  A rubber!          

36  Child 28  Rubber          

37  Child 20  We need everyone’s rubbers   B        

38  Child 29  I don’t have a rubber          

39  Child 6  I don’t          

40  Child 6  We don’t need everyone’s rubber           

    

Reflection on activity and working together as group – transcription began 3mins 39secs – 

4mins 57secs. (1mins 18secs)  
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41  Teacher  Lovely, ok sit down sorry not sit down, put it 
down sorry.   
What went well?   

        

42  Child 7  We should have put it          

43  Teacher  No what went well?           

44  Child 7  We put the paint on nicely          

45  Child 20  And we did a dark grey and kid of light grey  B        

46  Teacher  Ok anything else?           

47  Child 20  We also forgot to do the eyes  B        

48  Teacher  Ok and did you work well as a team?           

49  Group  Yes          

50  Teacher  Did you listen to each other?           

51  Group  Yes           

52  Child 20  And we did agree to do the painting 

(inaudible)  

        

53  Teacher  And when you were painting it did you all 

agree on what you were painting?   

        

54  Several  

members of 

group  

Yeah          

55  Teacher  Does anyone in your group disagree with 

what you are saying?   

    IB    

56  Several  

members of 

group  

No          

57  Teacher  (child’s name), you’re shaking your head. Do 

you agree?   

        

58  Child 6  Nods          

59  Child 20  When we did the eyes we rubbed it in the 

face to make it nice and dark.   

B        

60  Teacher  Ok, lovely come and sit down.           

  

Transcription begins 26secs – 57secs (31secs)  
Nº  Speaker  Turn  B  CH  IB  Comments  
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  Teacher  What went well?      IB    

  Child 9  Erm the painting          

  Teacher  Why did that go well?      IB    

  Child 9  Because we managed to do it altogether  B        

  Child 4  And we managed to come to an agreement 

of what we were going to do.   

B        

  Teacher  Good          

  Child 27  We did the eyes a little bit too big           

  Teacher  Do you think that one thing you could have 

done to make it a little bit better is to make 

the eyes a little bit smaller?   

        

  Group  Yeah          

  

Reflection 

This observation was different to the ones previously carried out as it was a group work 
task carrying out some collaborative art. It required pupils to work as a team to decide on an 
animal, draw the animal and then paint it. A similar activity was carried out back in October 
2020 which wasn’t recorded or observed but from a teacher lesson reflection it was clear that 
pupils struggled to listen and work together collaboratively. Many wanted to have their own 
pieces of paper to complete the art and several pupils were upset with one another despite 
modelling teamwork to the pupils. It was evident that they didn’t really understand how to 
listen to each other and more importantly they didn’t know how to think about what had been 
said to then respond. 

So with that in mind, I was very pleased with how this activity went. The level of sustained 
dialogue that took place was a substantial improvement on the previous activity in October 20. 
Pupils listened to each other showed each other they were listening using the physical cues 
they had learnt. They considered what their classmates said before responding and replied with 
relevant dialogue. They took it in turns to speak, built on each other’s ideas, worked 
collaboratively and challenged each other’s actions and ideas. 

I also felt it was important to allow pupils time to reflect on the way they worked together 
and so although short on time we did have a short reflection at the end of the lesson. Moving 
forwards, I feel the reflection requires more modelling and practice as the responses were 
typical IRF (partly due to time constraints and teachers not extending the discussion) and so I 
would like to develop this further. 
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Appendix F – Pupil self evaluation data 
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Appendix G – Talk rules poster 
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Appendix H – Physical listening skills poster 
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Appendix I – Ethics – Parent consent form 

(These questions were provided via a Google Form) 
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Appendix J – Parent information form 

University of Cambridge  

Faculty of Education  

184 Hills Rd, Cambridge CB2 8PQ   
Tel: +44(0) 01223 767600    
Graduate@educ.cam.ac.ukwww.educ.cam.ac.uk  

  

Dear Parents/Carers,   

I am Lucy Whittington, your child’s class teacher and a Research Student at Cambridge University.   

I am currently planning a research inquiry on ‘Dialogic listening and sustained dialogue in the classroom’ 
and I am emailing to seek your permission to allow me to include your child in my inquiry. Please find 
some more information below along with a Privacy notice information sheet and a consent form.   

What is the inquiry focused on?   

My inquiry is focused on how dialogic listening can impact the ability to hold sustained conversations in 
the classroom. Simply put, I would like to investigate how improving the way pupils listen to one 
another’s ideas affects the length and quality of conversation they have with one another.   

What does my inquiry involve?   

I will teach the class as normal. The inquiry will involve audio recordings of class discussions and teaching 
during the day which I will then transcribe, anonymise, and code. I will then use this data to identify 
strategies I can put into place to improve dialogic listening within the classroom and see if this has an 
impact on sustained conversations between peers.  Such conversations are thought to benefit learning. 
These audio recordings will take place on a weekly basis. I will also ask pupils to take part in a self-
assessment discussing talk and listening in the classroom at the beginning and end of the inquiry to give 
them an opportunity to consider the differences in their conversations.    

How long will the inquiry last?   

The inquiry will last approximately 6 weeks. It will end on 18th December 2020.   

Will it have any impact on my child’s learning in the classroom?   

The strategies I intend to put into place will become a part of our normal teaching and learning and will 
be constantly analysed for positive impact on learning. I hope that they will improve the quality of 
conversation that pupils have with one another and encourage pupils to make connections and build on 
others’ ideas and ultimately sustain a quality conversation.   
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Appendix K – Ethics privacy notice 

University of Cambridge  

Faculty of Education  

184 Hills Rd, Cambridge CB2 8PQ   
Tel: +44(0) 01223 767600    
Graduate@educ.cam.ac.ukwww.educ.cam.ac.uk  

  

November 2020  

  

Privacy Notice - Parents  

Study on Dialogic listening and Sustained Conversation  

  

Dear Parents/Carers,  

I would like to share with you some details about how I will handle the information that will be gathered 
in the study regarding inclusive forms of interaction in primary schools, to comply with the recently 
introduced EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).  

Who will process the students’ personal information?  

My supervisors and I in the Faculty of Education at the University of Cambridge will be the only ones with 
access to the information.   

What is the purpose and legal basis of the processing?  

The collected personal information will be used to carry out academic research in the public interest. The 
data processing is necessary for the analysis of classroom interactions that will provide information 
regarding the ways teachers talk to their students and the ways students talk with their peers in inclusive 
classrooms.   
I will make notes and audio record the regular social interactions that take place in your child’s 
classroom. The probability of harm occurring as a result of participation in the study is not greater in and 
of itself than the one ordinarily encountered in daily life. The audio recorder will be positioned to capture 
the whole class interaction. No personal data will be gathered from the students in the classroom other 
than their age and first name. I will not be taking any pictures or using video-recording.   

What are the arrangements for data storage and security?   

The audio recordings will be stored in an encrypted hard drive and will be eliminated from the memory 
cards in the audio recorder. A password will also be needed to access them. Pseudonymization of the 
participants’ personal information will take place, so no personal data will be stored along with the audio 
recordings. All data will be identified only by a code, so all of the participants will remain anonymous.  

How can you access your personal information?  
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Some rights under data protection legislation(including the rights to: access personal information that is 
held about you, ask to correct inaccurate personal information, delete personal information or receive 
an electronic copy of the personal information you provided), are qualified or do not apply when 
personal information is processed solely in a research or archival contact. This is because the integrity of, 
and the public benefits arising from, the research study can be affected by fulfilling these rights.  

  

How long is the information kept?  

Other exemptions in an academic research context from some data protection principles allow 
forpersonal data collected to be kept indefinitely. The audio recordings of the class interactions will be 
kept for 10 years after the study ends and separate from all personal information. They will be kept to 
allow different rounds of analysis during the whole duration of the study described in the information 
sheet and to serve as evidence of the findings obtained from these analyses.The notes made during the 
observation will not contain any personal data, only codes will be used to identify the participants, and 
will be kept indefinitely. The data that will be produced from the analyses of the video and audio 
recordings and notes will be (securely) kept indefinitely.  
  

Who can you contact?  

If you have any questions about the study your child is participating in, please contact me in person or via 
the school office email. If you have general questions about how personal information is used by the 
University, or want to exercise your rights, you can consult the University’s data protection webpages at 
https://www.information-compliance.admin.cam.ac.uk/data-protection. You can also contact the 
University’s data protection team (data.protection@admin.cam.ac.uk) or its Data Protection Officer 
(dpo@admin.cam.ac.uk).  
  

Any complaints?  

If you do not agree with the way your information is handled, or with the response received from myself 
or the university, you have the right to lodge a complaint with the Information Commissioner’s Office at 
Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, SK9 5AF (https://ico.org.uk/).  

  

Yours sincerely,  
  

Lucy Whittington  
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Appendix L – Ethics – Short narrative relating to COVID-19 

Short narrative of how the benefits of the research outweigh the ethical implications of 
collecting data during COVID 19.  
 

The setting I am carrying out my research in is a Lower School in Bedfordshire. As things 
are currently, my teaching and practice has changed minimally. I am teaching as normal with 
the additional cleaning structures etc. in place and as my pupils are Year 1 they aren’t expected 
to socially distance from one another. So far, no bubbles have had to close due to COVID 19 
however there is a plan in place to move to teaching remotely if necessary. 

In regards to my research, my pupils have returned after lockdown struggling to listen and 
communicate effectively with one another and therefore my research and the strategies I put in 
place will support them in improving in this area greatly. The benefits from my research will also 
be transferable to remote learning if necessary as pupils will be aware of the expectations of 
talk rules and how to listen to each other. If I needed to teach remotely then I have plans in 
place to ensure I can still carry out my research through audio recording (no video recording) of 
small group discussions, of which both parents and pupils will be made aware of before 
beginning. 

In regards to an increase in screen time, many activities are planned to take place off 
screen and I will keep the direct discussion screen time sessions to no more than 30mins a day. 

In regards to using school resources to carry out the research, I am not changing my 
teaching content, I simply adjusting the way it is taught to ensure maximum benefit to pupil 
understanding. 

From an ethical standpoint, I believe my research will have a positive impact on pupils’ 
wellbeing through improving their communication skills and also support them in making 
progress in all areas of the curriculum. It will also support in closing the gaps which have 
widened since Lockdown 1. 
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Appendix M – Observation coding analysis data se
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Appendix N – Excerpt of transcript from observation 3 

Child 5 
Because if they went to sleep in 
the day then they might sleep, 
they might wake, they might be 
awake in the night and then 
they’ll want to go to sleep at 
school. 

B   

Teacher 
Ok, (child’s name) 

   

Child 8 
They might be mean in the 
morning but then what my mum 
does she lets me get ice-cream 
before bed and then I go to bed 
but I have bad dreams 

B   

Teacher 
Ok, (child’s name) 

   

Child 

17 

Erm, well, so if you play all night 
and then you come to school but 
you’ll be really angry 

B   

Child 4 
Why? 

  IB 

Teacher 
Who said why? (Identifies child), 
(child’s name)says why (child’s 
name)? 

   

Child 

17 

Because they erm...erm... 
   

Teacher 
Why will they be angry, is that 
what you were asking (child’s 
name)? 

   

Child 4 
Yes 

   

Child 

17 

Because you will have stayed up 
all night B   
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Teacher 
Because you will have stayed up 
all night 
(child’s name), do you agree with 
that? 

  IB 

Child 4 
Yeah, yeah, yes it’s because 
sometimes when I don’t have a 
good sleep when it’s the morning 
I wake up all stubborn and I just 
have my breakfast being all 
grumpy 

B   

 

Appendix O – reflective cycle of inquiry 
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Camtree 

Camtree: the Cambridge Teacher Research Exchange Camtree is a global platform for 
close-to-practice research in education. Based at Hughes Hall, University of Cambridge, Camtree 
draws on high-quality research from around the world to support educators to reflect on their 
practice and carry out inquiries to improve learning in their own classrooms and organisations. 
The outcomes of these inquiries, once peer reviewed, can be published within the Camtree 
digital library under a Creative Commons Licence (CC-BY 4.0). You can find out more about 
Camtree and its digital library at www.camtree.org   


